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1 INTRODUCTION

Designing for bodily play and playful movement in HCI is increasingly gaining traction [3,6,7,19,31,36,45,46,48,57] together with the development of tools, guidelines, lenses, and tactics facilitating such body-centric experiences, i.e., body games, movement-based games, or exergames [8,56,62,78]. However, movement-based games and bodily play have existed long before digital games were invented and can officially, at least, be traced as far back as the ancient Olympic Games [89]. Over time, movement-based games have grown in popularity, with competitions conducted all over the world. Movement-based games have, for example, been used to determine hierarchies among young men in 19th-century villages [54] or as Deterding [16] pinpoints, as alibis for adult play nowadays. Furthermore, play scholars share the opinion that play is fundamental to human civilization, social life, and personal development [5,11,21,30,32,54,76]. We will refer to this comprehensive tradition of movement-based games and bodily play experiences as non-digital movement-based games, ranging from sports to social games and play [5,11,20,21,30,32,54,71,75]. By drawing on this tradition of non-digital movement-based games, it is believed that new knowledge can be infused into the digital design
tradition and can advance the field of designing for bodily play and playful movement in HCI. Concretely, we are interested in bodily play experiences in movement-based games and, particularly, in designing for such experiences in HCI. Building on this tradition of non-digital movement-based games, we investigate the construction of bodily play mechanics in a suite of traditional European games from a phenomenological perspective.

Mechanics in games work to craft the game’s specific structure and gameplay [64]. Sicart [70] defines (game) mechanics as “methods invoked by agents, designed for interaction with the game state”, where agents comprise any element in the game including players, rules, or challenges. In this paper, we investigate the construction of mechanics in traditional movement-based games and carve out the mechanic of restraints - restrictions of the players’ freedom of bodily movement - as an element in a body game’s specific structure implemented to craft the gameplay through interactions with, and actions in, a game. The mechanic of restricting the players’ freedom of bodily movement is widely applied in movement-based games, such as in sports; for example, hands cannot be used to play with the ball in soccer, and the opposite is true for handball, in which the feet cannot be used to play with the ball. In social movement-based games, this mechanic is used with blindfold [82,84], in which players are blindfolded in a game of catch, or balloon dance, with players dancing in pairs holding a balloon between their heads. While there are examples of this mechanic in the digital realm (see, e.g., [8,9,47]), they are still underexploited in digital body-centric games and playful design research. This paper addresses this gap in the literature by introducing restraints as a bodily play mechanic, in the form of restrictions on the players’ bodily movement possibilities, and demonstrating how restraints work as a mechanic for bodily play in both digital and non-digital movement-based games. To understand how restraints lead to bodily play, we discuss the dynamics of bodily play theoretically by linking play theories with a bodily experiential perspective. We do so to answer the following questions: In what ways do restraints work to encourage bodily play? How can we design for such experiences with restraints?

To answer these questions, we first introduce a working definition of restraints to guide our investigations of how restraints work practically as a mechanic by dividing them into three types; fixating body parts, excluding body parts or depriving/manipulating bodily senses. We demonstrate the three types of restraints through corresponding movement-based games from the non-digital game tradition. After establishing restraints as a mechanic for bodily play and emphasising bodily play experiences, we theoretically investigate the experiential dynamics of restraints on bodily play by tying together a phenomenological perspective on bodily experience and movement [49,59,67–69] with theories from play and game studies [11,21,30,39,63,75] and theories of Inde’s postphenomenological human-technology relations [34,35,61]. These investigations form the theoretical grounds and function as a theoretical framework for the subsequent analysis of five diverse digital movement-based game examples. We further use these examples to highlight five design strategies to implement restraints as a mechanic for bodily play in HCI. We end the paper by discussing restraints as a generative design resource and a mechanic to encourage bodily play experiences and, based on the investigations and analysis in the paper, propose a redefinition of the initial working definition.

We build our investigations on our subjective experience with the presented examples – both digital and non-digital. Based on a phenomenological perspective of bodily play experiences, we used ourselves as subjects [77] as both players and designers to analyse the presented game examples. The collection of traditional games stems from research, which founded the historic games park Gerlev Legepark [91] in Denmark, where most of the games can be played and experienced. As players, we know these games well. The digital game examples are chosen on the basis of a) each game representing a different aspect of restraints in combination with digital design and b) personal experience with the examples as designer (one of the authors) of two of the examples (Space Agent [73] in section 6.4 and Move Maker [47] in section 6.5) and as players of all the examples [23]. To understand how the mechanics affect the experience and
subsequently formulate the design strategies, we also rely on our craft knowledge as designers [2], contributing a deeper understanding of the underlying dynamics in the designs [22]. Together with the theoretical grounding [11,33–35,39,49,59,61,63,66–69,75], these perspectives provide an opportunity for us to understand and analyse how the mechanics influence our bodily play experience in the examples. As the presented examples are chosen within the range of our personal experience, the examples do not represent a full range of digital bodily play but serve as exemplars of the various restraint types, with the strategies as inspiration and further explanation thereof.

We regard restraints within the methodology of bridging concepts [13] because it is theoretically grounded and illuminated through exemplars, and explores the boundaries of restraints throughout the definition, in the extracted design strategies and subsequently in the discussion and final redefinition. The notion of restraints and the three types thereof are proposed as a generative resource for designers and researchers interested in analysing and designing for bodily play and playful movements in HCI.

Before introducing restraints, we present how related research within the HCI literature has addressed designing for bodily (play) experiences in HCI from various angles.

2 PREVIOUS HCI DESIGN APPROACHES ADDRESSING BODILY PLAY EXPERIENCES

Byrne et al. [8] explored limiting players’ freedom of bodily movement in their work on vertigo games [7,9,10]. They used galvanic vestibular stimulation (GVS) to manipulate the players’ vestibular sense and, thus, vertigo. This restrains their freedom of bodily movement. We build on these vertigo investigations as a design resource and extend it to the restraint type of deprivation/manipulation of the bodily senses.

Within the area of designing for bodily play experiences, Mueller et al. [55] unpacks the German words for the body into two notions: Körper, the physiological body, and Leib, the lived body, to demonstrate their interconnectedness. This implies that when we affect the physiological body, we affect the lived body as well. Just as Mueller et al. dissected the bodily play experience into two linguistic notions, so did Matjeka et al. [48] in their conception of “playing a game”. Using the Danish language, the authors highlight how the bodily play experience is both about bodily perceptual stimulation as an exploration and experimentation with the bodily senses, which they refer to as at lege (to be bodily playful), while players also experience bodily play as sensations of bodily achievements, as well as testing, acquiring and developing (new) bodily skills. The authors refer to the latter as at spille (to be bodily “gameful”) [48]. We build on these understandings of bodily play experiences to develop our notion of restraints as a mechanic for bodily play.

Within the phenomenological understandings of bodily experience in HCI, Loke and Robertson [44] investigate how the use of technology (particularly sensing) can affect body movement and, thereby, the bodily experience. They develop the Moving and Making Strange methodology and highlight how “making movements strange” attracts users’ attention to the quality of their movements. Furthermore, Tennent et al. [78] bring forth a perspective to “making moving strange” through sensory misalignment. The authors highlight how sensory misalignment augments bodily perception and awareness of body movement. These studies help us understand the bodily experience in HCI; however, to design for body movement and experience as bodily play experiences, we still need to approach the processes of bodily experience from a game design perspective.

In the field of designing for bodily movement in HCI, Mueller and Isbister [58] developed a suite of guidelines for movement-based games, emphasising the bodily aspects of self-expression, bodily fatigue, and performative qualities. Furthermore, Segura et al. [46] explored the design space of body games in terms of technology, physical space, and social aspects. While Mueller and Isbister [58] and Segura et al. [46] focus on bodily aspects of digital designs related to
both physical and social space, inspired by these contributions, we explore how practices from the tradition of non-digital movement-based games can inform current design practices of digital movement-based games.

Moen [51,52] explores full-body movement as an interaction modality in her design of “The Body Bug” and investigates how users’ freedom of bodily movement is affected by social and contextual factors. Her focus is to liberate people from personal and social limitations that affect their freedom of bodily movement and develop movement literacy. She does so based in dance culture and literature. We approach bodily freedom of movement from an oppositely direction and investigate how imposing restrictions on the players’ freedom of bodily movement works as a mechanic to encourage bodily play and movement in playful activities. While Moen [51,52] designs for the pleasure of movement and her design can serve as an example of fixation restraints, she does not articulate this as a particular play form or mechanic, nor does she draw on any play or game theories in this regard. Though we both focus on bodily movement possibilities, we address the topic differently with different results.

On the general level of design methods, design psychologist D. A. Norman developed the notion of physical constraints as part of his design theory in his book, The Design of Everyday Things [60]. In his conception, constraints guide the user to a desired goal by limiting the device’s (or design’s) range of possible options for interaction into a streamlined use. Such constraints are widely used for interaction design and user experiences [18,24,28,60,63,65]. However, in play, the “use” should not be streamlined: a game without things to explore and obstacles to overcome would not be play [12,42,75]. In facilitating bodily play, physical constraints comprise the physical limitations that make some interactions possible and others not, e.g., the limits and divisions of a playfield, the steps, and paths in a board game, the number of buttons available on the controller and the shape, and divisions in general or on a play mat, e.g., in Twister [29]. In this way, constraints determine a range of options in a design from which players can choose. The players preserve their freedom of movement within these options. Contrarily, restraints are restrictions on bodily preconditions that directly limit the players’ freedom of movement (figure 1).

![Figure 1: Restraints are limitations of the player’s bodily preconditions for (interaction), while physical constraints are limitations of a design’s options for interaction.](image)

We argue that there is a significant difference between physical constraints (limitations of a design’s options for interaction) and restraints (limitations of the player’s bodily preconditions for (interaction); figure 1). The difference lies both in the players’ bodily play experience of a design and, as a designer, in how to work with and facilitate bodily play...
in a design. In figure 1, the constraints offer different options for interaction\(^1\). At the same time, restraints shift the bodily preconditions for interacting with these options: Climbing the ladder constitutes one kind of bodily experience, while climbing the ladder blindfolded or with one arm tied to the back – constitutes another. This paper introduces restraints as a structured way and generative resource for designers and researchers working with bodily play experiences in HCI.

3 RERAINTS

As previously mentioned, restraints are physical restrictions on the players' capabilities that work to limit the players' bodily freedom of movement in specific ways. To further explore the meaning of restraints, we turn to the linguistic presentation of the word from the Oxford Online Dictionary\(^86\):

1. The action of keeping someone or something under control [italics by the authors]
2. Deprivation or restriction of personal liberty or freedom of movement [italics by the authors]
3. A device which limits or prevents freedom of movement [italics by the authors]

Following these definitions, we understand restraints as ways to control, restrict, limit, prevent or deprive the players' freedom of bodily movement through actions and devices/technologies – and in games, also through rules (the connection between rules and restraints is further discussed in section 6.6). As such, restraints (re)define the players’ bodily preconditions for actions and interactions through rules, actions or devices that affect their freedom of bodily movement and thereby alter their bodily movement possibilities in the game.

Utilising this understanding of restraints as a guiding principle, games with mechanics fitting the above description were singled out. We used the collection of game scholar Møller’s 121 traditional European games\(^53\) as the primary source of traditional non-digital movement-based games for this analysis. By searching for common patterns in the restraints across these games, three types of restraints were discovered.

4 THREE TYPES OF RESTRAINTS

Through the above-described analysis of the traditional European games\(^53\), the following mechanics that (re)define the players’ bodily preconditions for actions and interactions through rules, actions or devices in the games, were singled out: directly fixating or excluding body parts for use in the game, or by depriving bodily senses\(^2\). These mechanics further led to these three types of restraints:

- Fixating parts of the players’ body
- Excluding parts of the players’ body
- Depriving or manipulating some of the players’ bodily senses

Each type of restraint affects the players’ freedom of bodily movement differently. While fixating any of the players’ body parts limits the players’ freedom of bodily movement, the player is still permitted to use the body part as long as it remains fixated onto where it is supposed to be fixated, e.g., the feet in the pushing game\(^53\) (for further explanation see section 4.1). Contrary, any excluded body parts are excluded; “taken out” of the game, e.g., in a game of soccer,

---

\(^1\) We limit this explanation to contain Norman’s physical constraints, while we acknowledge that Norman’s notion of physical constraints is rooted in a more extensive discussion of affordances stemming from Gibson’s original theory\(^25,26\). Diverging into such a discussion would be out of scope for this paper.

\(^2\) These types of restrictions on bodily preconditions for actions and interactions in movement-based games have previously been explored by Matjeka\(^47\) (for further presentation, see also section 6.5).
fixating the players’ feet to each other still allows the players to use their feet (though differently), while their hands are excluded from use (with some exceptions for the goalkeeper and throw-ins). Manipulation of bodily senses was added to the deprivation of bodily senses, since based on the analysis of the games, this mechanic was also found to (temporarily and deliberately) affect the players’ freedom of bodily movement, e.g., making people dizzy by turning them around many times.

In the following, the three types of restraints are explored in detail using non-digital movement-based games to illustrate how they work as mechanics for bodily play. While the three types of restraints were initially derived from the analysis of Møller’s collection of traditional European games [53], we have chosen to look beyond this pool of games and explain the types of restraints complemented by game examples that are popular nowadays. This is done to aid any reader not familiar with the traditional games to be able to follow the argumentation.

4.1 Restraints by Fixating Parts of the Players’ Body

Restraints by fixating parts of the players’ body are activated when players are either not allowed (as part of the rules) or unable to (as inferred by technology or actions) move a specific body part from a specified place (the floor, the spot, the device, the other player, etc.). A traditional game employing this restraint is the pushing game [53]: Two players fixate their feet to the ground, while holding their hands up in front of their chest, and using only the hands, try to push the other player “off balance”. The player who moves his/her foot first loses. To further explain the fixation restraint, we use the newer game, Twister [29].

Twister [29] is a multiplayer non-digital game in which fixation restraints form the core mechanic of the game: One has to fixate a body part on a square on the game’s playmat. Which body part to fixate and where to fixate it, is determined by spinning the wheel: the place where the marker on the wheel stops indicates a body part and a colour. The player must then fixate the mentioned body part on a square on the mat matching the indicated colour. In turns, each player follows this process of fixating a body part (that is not already fixated) to the mat. Players can also move an already fixated body part to another square on the mat. This pattern is repeated until a player is unable to overcome the challenge.

4.2 Restraints by Excluding Parts of the Players’ Body

Restraints by excluding parts of the players’ body are found in instances when some body parts are excluded from use either for a specific action in the game or for interaction with a device (such as using the hands to play with the ball in soccer). We explain this restraint type using the universal example of hopscotch [92].

In hopscotch [92], the players’ feet are alternately excluded from use in the game. It is a game where players hop through a court divided into different squares: single square, to hop on one foot (the same one foot in all single squares); double square, to place left foot in the left square and the right foot in the right square. To start the game, the players throw a “lucky” (a flat stone, tin can, or “hinkesten”). The player must then avoid the square where the “lucky” lands. Hopscotch is a universal game and exists in many versions [85]. Essential for all versions is that players hop on one foot – with the other foot excluded from use (e.g., not allowed to touch the ground).

4.3 Restraints by Depriving or Manipulating some of the Players’ Body Senses

Restraints by depriving or manipulating the players’ bodily senses are found in instances in which rules, actions or device/technologies are used to deprive a bodily sense (e.g. blindfold, using earmuffs, sunglasses or gloves) or manipulate bodily senses (e.g. the vertigo sense by wearing roller-skates, bicycling, surfing, whirling and turning around). A
traditional game example of this restraint type is *Marc and Luke*: While being blindfolded, and with one hand fixated to the edge of a dining table, two players try to catch each other by touching the other player first [53]. This mechanic is similar to the widespread traditional game, blind man’s buff [82].

In blind man’s buff [53,82,84], the restraint is the deprivation of the catcher’s vision. Blind man’s buff [82] is an old play form of catch, which has been played for centuries [53]. The core of the game is that the catcher is blindfolded and has to catch one of the other players. All players are restricted a “marked-off space”. The catcher can only hear and feel his/her way to the other players. The restraint is the limitation on the vision and, consequently, the alteration of the catcher’s bodily perception (no sight, only hearing).

In the above examples, we explained how restraints were instated through rules as in hopscotch (section 4.2), and devices, such as, the blindfold in blind man’s buff [82] (section 4.3) and the playmat in Twister [29] (section 4.1). In the following sections, we explain how actions can instate restraints in a game, how restraint types can be combined, and how restraints can change as a game progresses.

### 4.4 Restraints through Actions

Actions from other players often instate restraints. Border Fight [53] is a version of a game of catch in which two teams fight to catch the other team’s players. Separated by a border, the players capture the other team’s players by dragging them across the border into their territory. The players are not allowed to cross the border otherwise. If they do, they are “caught”. The action of dragging another player is an action of fixating the other player with the intention of directly affecting the player's freedom of bodily movement. The player being pulled is most often also trying to pull back to carry the other player into his/her territory. Once a player is “caught” by the other team, the player becomes part of that team.

Other instances where actions from one player instate restraints for other players are games where the players hold on to each other to perform specific actions together, e.g., lap chair [53]: All players form a circle by sitting on the lap of the player behind them (practically the knees). Once they manage to have the lap chair in place (all players “sit” nicely on the player’s lap behind), they start to perform other actions together, e.g., “walking” forward or leaning to one side, while singing a song. In the digital game example Move Maker [47] (see section 6.5), we also find restraints by actions: One player can have a restraint, e.g., “left leg glued to another player”, thus practically working as a fixation restraint for both players.

### 4.5 Temporary Restraints and Combinations of Restraint Types

As we saw in some of the examples above, restraints can also be temporary and can change during gameplay. In Twister [29] (section 4.1), the restraints are temporary: Once the player has placed both feet and hands on the mat, in the subsequent round, the player can replace a body part of their own choice, however, still corresponding to that indicated by the wheel, hence modifying one of the previous restraints. We present further examples of temporary restraints in the digital game examples Fru game [79] in sections 6.3 and Move Maker [47] in section 6.5. Moreover, just as restraints can be temporary, they can be combined, too.

The game *Marc and Luke* [53] (section 4.3) provides an example of combining a restraints where a bodily sense is deprived with the restraint of a fixated body part: Both the players are both blindfolded and have one hand fixated to the table while trying to catch each other. While the players have their hands fixated to the table, they can still move around so long as they do not let go of the table with the hand. Twister [29] also has several restraints, though all of them are kind of fixations. We demonstrate more examples of combinations of restraints in the digital game examples presented in section 6 (see, e.g., Fru Game [79] in section 6.3, Space Agent [73] in section 6.4, and Move Maker [47] in
section 6.5). For now, we continue our definition of restraints and pinpoint some boundaries of restraints and instances in which bodily restrictions do not work as a restraint, but rather as limitations in the surrounding conditions for play.

4.6 Borderline Cases and Boundaries of Restraints as Restrictions on the Players’ Bodily Preconditions

While restraints are limitations or restrictions of the players’ bodily preconditions for actions and interaction, there are borderline instances where the conditions for bodily movement seem restricting and limiting for the players’ freedom of bodily movement but do not fully match our description of restraints as fixating or excluding body parts or manipulating or depriving bodily senses. A simple version of hide and seek is an excellent example of a restraint that, on closer analysis, does not fit our definition of restraints as restrictions on the players’ bodily preconditions for (inter)action. This is because the catcher might be "restrained" (blindfolded and not allowed to move) at the time of counting, in the beginning of a game (while the other players are hiding), but these are merely instructions in a state of inactivity. The moment the player is allowed to move, and thus act and interact, these restrictions are abolished. As such, a restraint only functions only as a restraint in the instances where the players bodily act or interact. It would have been counted as a restraints if, for instance, the catcher was blindfolded throughout the entire game (and not just when counting) or if the other players’ feet were laced up, thereby compromising their ability to move around unnoticed.

There are some versions of hide and seek where the "hiders" are not allowed to change their hide-out when the catcher has finished counting. Though the players’ freedom of bodily movement is limited in such instances, the players are not restrained in the form of any body parts being directly fixated or excluded or bodily senses being deprived. We regard such situations as limitations of the surrounding condition resembling a marked-off space instated by rules.

Another borderline case is when the surrounding conditions get so constrained that they (almost) resemble restraints, e.g., passing through a tunnel that is so narrow so that it forces the player to crawl, as found in the exertion escape room example Boda Borg [4]. However, while it is arguable that such conditions affect the players’ freedom of bodily movement, they neither fixate nor exclude any body parts from use, nor do they directly deprive or manipulate the body’s senses. In this example, it is the surrounding conditions of tight walls limiting the players’ space of bodily possibilities. An example of a restraint to encourage players to crawl in this game would be if, e.g., the players’ feet were not allowed to touch any of the sides of the tunnel.

We now move on to ground restraints theoretically by linking play theories [11,39,63,75] with phenomenological theories on bodily experience [49,59], and movement [67,68] and technology [34,35,61]. In doing so, we attain a deeper understanding of the experiential dynamics of restraints as a mechanic for bodily play than that presented by the merely practical examples mentioned so far.

5 THEORETICAL GROUNDING OF RESTRAINTS AS A MECHANIC FOR BODILY PLAY EXPERIENCES

This section investigates the theoretical grounding of restraints as a mechanic for bodily play experiences. We do so in order to investigate how restraints encourage bodily play experiences by bridging theories of bodily perception and experience in a theoretical play perspective. Concretely, we explore how restraints infer *arbitrarily chosen* [11] and *unnecessary obstacles to overcome* [75] which *reshuffle our equilibrium* [49]. Second, we explain how the obstacles start a process of creating bodily *potentialities* [59], which for the players emerge as particular *spaces of bodily possibilities* [63]. We end the section by reviewing bodily play as driven by a desire to experience *bodily arousal* [39] and *kinetic joy rides* [67,68] before using these investigations as a framework for the subsequent game analysis.
5.1 Restraints Infer Obstacles to Overcome and Reshuffle our Equilibrium

In play experiences, obstacles function as inferred hindrances, hurdles, or problems that, through interactions, obstructs or deviates the course of the activity. Both Caillois [11] and Suits [75] explain playing as a voluntary quest to overcome obstacles. Caillois [11] describes play as “the pleasure derived from overcoming an arbitrarily chosen obstacle”, and Suits [75] describes playing as “a voluntary attempt to overcome unnecessary obstacles” [75]. We argue that restraints create such arbitrarily chosen and unnecessary bodily obstacles.

5.2 Bodily Experience as a Reshuffling of our Equilibrium

In our endeavours to link play to a bodily experiential perspective, restraints as bodily obstacles reshuffle the elements of our equilibrium into a bodily play experience. For this argument, we turn to Merleau-Ponty [49], who argues that we pre-reflectively perceive the world through bodily actions: “Whether a system of motor or perceptual powers, our body is not an object for an “I think”. It is a grouping of lived-through meanings that moves towards its equilibrium. Sometimes a new cluster of meanings is formed; our former movements are integrated into a fresh motor entity, [...] our natural powers suddenly come together in a richer meaning, which hitherto has been foreshadowed in our perceptual or practical field, [...]. and which by its coming suddenly reshuffles the elements of our equilibrium and fulfils our blind expectation” [49]. Merleau-Ponty [49] here informs us that when we learn or experience new movements, the elements of our equilibrium reshuffle and new meaning arises. It does not require radical changes in our perception to reshuffle the elements of our equilibrium and thereby create new meaning (and play). As Merleau-Ponty [49] describes it, even a little lack of ability can transform the perception of specific actions and initiate a reshuffle. For example, the restraint in Twister [29] (section 4.1) of fixing a body part to the mat and then trying to place another body part on the mat constitutes an obstacle to overcome, creating a little lack in our bodily ability, and, thus, reshuffles the elements of our equilibrium into a bodily play experience. As Merleau-Ponty [49] argues in the quote above, the reshuffling of our equilibrium paves the way for new bodily meaning-making.

5.3 Bodily Play Experience is Enacted from Potentialities and Creates a New Space of Possibilities

Bodily perception is the basis for bodily experience and is not something that happens to us but something we enact. Alva Nöe [59] continues Merleau-Ponty’s [49] thoughts on bodily perception and argues that perception, and thus experience, entails action. What we choose to enact constitutes our possibilities from a broader range of potentialities. Nöe [59] explains: “Qualities are available in experience as possibilities, as potentialities, but not as completed givens.” [59]. Possibilities, as we perceive them, are potentialities interpreted through perception. We form our bodily experiences through interacting with the possibilities available as perceived potentialities. As restraints work to create obstacles that reshuffle the players’ equilibrium, new bodily potentialities arise. While playing, the newly formed potentialities constitute a new space of bodily possibilities. In play theory, this space is explained by Salen and Zimmerman [63] as a possibility space: “We call the space of future action implied by a game design the space of possibility. It is the space of all possible actions that might take place in a game, the space of all possible meanings that can emerge from interacting with a game design” [63]. Players constitute their space of (bodily) possibilities through the mechanics offered in a design. Restraints function as such a mechanic.

5.4 Restraints Stimulate Bodily Arousal and Creates Kinetic Joy Rides

According to Kerr and Apter’s [39] structural-phenomenology of play, players engage in play activities to experience a state of high arousal. Kerr and Apter [39] further explain how play happens in the paratelic state of mind (often referred
to as the playful state of mind) instead of the telic state of mind, which is associated with seriousness and arousal is perceived as unpleasant. In play, “any form of highly felt emotion will be pleasant, high arousal is pleasant” [39]. Bodily play can create high bodily arousal when players explore a new space of bodily possibilities emerging from their attempts to overcome arbitrarily chosen and unnecessary bodily obstacles. Finally, in our pursuit to understand (some of) the dynamics of bodily play experiences, all these bodily efforts listed so far lead to what Sheets-Johnstone [68] coins as kinetic joy rides.

5.5 The Bodily Play Experience as Kinetic Joy Rides

According to Sheets-Johnstone [68], meaningful movement emerges through movements in a kinetic dynamic called kinetic joy rides [67]. Sheets-Johnstone [68] refers to this experience as the synergy of meaningful movements—a sequence of sensations not felt as separate sensations but as a whole, a process and an entire experience [68]. She further links such a synergy of movements to play by arguing that movement and play are natural bedfellows and creates the notion of kinetic joy rides [67]. Building on Husserl’s phenomenology [33], Sheets-Johnstone [66,67] explains that the players’ movement possibilities stem from their repertoire of “I can’s”, which are our bodily abilities, both developed and potential. Kinetic joy rides can emerge when the players’ elements of their equilibrium are reshuffled enough to open up novel movement potentialities for them to interpret new bodily possibilities. Through the mechanics crafting movement-based games, players exert their movement possibilities and explore new ones. Restraints are part of crafting such mechanics.

5.6 Bodily Experience in Human-Technology Relations

Because we are dealing with digital design, the last theoretical concept to introduce is Ihde’s [35] embodiment relations as part of his post-phenomenological human-technology relations theory. In his book Bodies in Technology [35], he argues how bodily perception and action are reduced in virtual experiences as compared to non-virtual experiences. He explains that because virtual experiences (herein computer game experiences) build on the audio-visual media tradition, auditory and visual sensory stimulation is emphasised at the expense of bodily actions and movements [35]. Rosenberger and Verbeek [61] refer to Ihde [34] and sum up these points into a magnification/reduction structure: By reducing one sense, another sense “takes over” or by reducing some movement possibilities, other possibilities emerge. As we argue in this paper, restraints in digital design can exploit this structure and affect bodily perception and movement either by sensory deprivation or manipulation or by offering fewer options for full-body actions as compared to non-virtual experiences. We demonstrate such kind of applications in the following examples of digital game designs.

To summarise the theoretical perspectives in this section, we examined the experiential dynamics of restraints as constituting bodily play experiences by reshuffling the elements of our equilibrium [49] and possibly constituting a new space of bodily possibilities [63] from the emerging potentialities [59]. In this process, restraints can, in the form of arbitrarily chosen and unnecessary obstacles to overcome [11,75] stimulate bodily arousal [39] and enable kinetic joy rides [66,67]. Digital technologies offer ways to implement and exploit the use of restraints in the inherent structure of magnifying/reducing bodily perception and action [34,35,61].

With this final theoretical transition into the technological realm, we move on to apply these theoretical perspectives and exemplify how restraints can work with interactive technology. We do so in the following five digital game examples. Based on these examples below and the non-digital movement-based games in section 4, we extract five practical design strategies in section 7 as inspiration for design work with restraints in movement-based games and digital bodily play experiences.
6 EXAMPLES OF RESTRAINTS IN DIGITAL DESIGN

In this section, we implement the theoretical understanding of restraints outlined above as a framework to understand how restraints craft movement-based games and encourage bodily play in five different digital game examples.

6.1 Inferno: Restraining the Body with an Exoskeleton

Inferno [14,50] (figure 2) is a live performance of sound, light, and dancing exoskeletons. It was created by performance artists Louis-Philippe Demers [14] and Bill Vorn [81]. The participants are dressed up in an exoskeleton controlling their upper body, while the lower body is free for them to move as they like (figure 2). They can also turn and twist in a circle of approximately three meters in diameter (limited by the cords to the hydraulic system dropped from the ceiling). The exoskeletons are controlled live by a choreographer.

**Theoretical analysis of Inferno:** The exoskeleton works as a fixation restraint, fixating the participants’ upper bodies and taking over the control of their upper body movement. Because they are free to move their lower body parts as they like, this experience reshuffles the elements of their equilibrium. While managing to move around with parts of their movement possibilities controlled externally, their available movement space is changed, revealing a new space of bodily potentialities and new movement sequences to explore and create. In the process of reverting back to equilibrium, the participants are bodily aroused (also stimulated by the loud, rhythmic music, dystopian lightning, and theatre smoke) by the kinetic joy ride of composing movement sequences through the upper body parts restrained by the exoskeleton in combination with the movements in their lower body parts, which they manage themselves.

In this example, the primary mechanic for bodily play is the fixation restraint imposed by the exoskeleton creating the arbitrarily chosen obstacle of dancing partly controlled by an exoskeleton. As such, this technology reduces the participants’ bodily perception by only applying only the technology to their upper body parts. The bodily play experience emerges from this reduction when the participants seek to complete this experience into a full-body experience through the rest of the body, which is left for the participants to perceptually stimulate themselves. By adding bodily actions and combining the different movements into full-body movement sequences, the participants kickstart the experiential process of kinetic joy rides.

6.2 Johann Sebastian Joust: Fixating the Hand with the Move Controller

Johann Sebastian Joust (JSJ) [17] is a no-graphics multiplayer game created by the prize-winning game studio, Die Gute Fabrik [17] based on the music of J.S. Bach. To play the game, players use PlayStation move controllers, and each player has a move controller. The gameplay is as follows: "When the music […] plays in slow-motion, the controllers are very
When the music speeds up, the threshold becomes less strict, giving the players a small window to dash at their opponents. If your controller is ever moved beyond the allowable threshold, you're out!" [17]. Each player has a move controller.

**Theoretical analysis of JSJ:** The restraint in JSJ involves fixating one hand through the controller (the player has to hold the controller as steady as possible), thereby changing the players’ bodily preconditions for moving around while playing the game. This situation reshuffles the elements of the players’ equilibrium and forces them to explore new movement possibilities. In combination with the endeavours of protecting their move controllers from the other players, the players become bodily aroused and, as a consequence of the new derived movement sequences, can experience kinetic joy rides. Moreover, when the rhythm changes - and with it the controller’s threshold for movement and thus that of the fixated hand - the player’s (new) preconditions for movement are changed again, temporarily. As such, these restraints are also instances of temporary restraints. When the rules of handling the controller changes – the rules of the restraint changes (though the restraint type remains the same) and the movements required to handle the new situation need to be altered, thereby commencing the process of reshuffling the equilibrium and forming a new space of movement possibilities anew.

In terms of how technology reduces bodily perception, the move controller and music stimulate only the players’ hearing sense combined with the movements of the hand holding the controller; the players’ other bodily actions complete the rest of the full-body experience. Similar to the Inferno example discussed above, the players complete the bodily experience reduced by the technology into a full-body experience by adding bodily actions and movements through their endeavours encouraged by the gameplay.

**6.3 Fru Game: Fixating Body Parts to Reveal a Hidden Layer**

Fru [79] is a 2D platformer game utilising the Kinect for the Xbox One [93], by the award-winning game studio Through Games [79]. In Fru, the player helps the little avatar through to the other end of the level. The player’s silhouette becomes a “portal” between two worlds (figure 3) to move the avatar through the level: When the player moves in front of the Kinect, the player’s silhouette reveals another “world” or layer of the platform for the avatar to move around in. The combination of these two worlds forms a pathway for the avatar to reach the other end of the level and advance to a new level.

![Figure 3 A player playing Fru Game standing on one leg and the right straight to the right. Photo by Through Games.](image_url)

**Theoretical analysis of Fru Game:** The restraints in Fru [79] are also fixations, just as in JSJ [17] discussed above, but differently implemented. While a device infers the fixation in JSJ [17], the restraints in Fru [79] are implied directly...
in the interface: The player must stay fixated in the chosen bodily positions to keep the portal to the “other” world open for the avatar to enter and exit this other layer. In these endeavours to keep the other “world” open with their physical body and steer the avatar around using the controller, the player is forced to explore a new and undefined space of bodily possibilities (figure 3), which reshuffles their equilibrium and creates bodily arousal resulting in kinetic joy rides.

While the Fru [79] game is arguably a (quasi) full-body experience, in that besides stimulating the visual and auditory senses, full-body actions are required, neither the tactile sense (apart from handling the controller in one hand) nor the smell or taste senses are stimulated, still reducing bodily perception. In the reduction/magnification structure, this reduction can increase (magnify) the focus on the senses that are stimulated in the experience; coordinating bodily movements and positions with the visual stimuli from the screen to move the avatar through the levels. The player can use the bodily perceptual resources that are not stimulated by the technology (or set in the background of perception [43]) on the senses that are stimulated by the technology and thus magnify the bodily perception of these stimuli.

6.4 Space Agent: Depriving Bodily Senses to Alter Player Perception and Movement Potential

Space Agent (SA) [73] is a pervasive sound- and movement-based game utilising binaural audio technology to create a virtual 3D sound space layered on the physical world. In short, the players capture invisible but audible aliens with their smartphone as the weapon. The players seek out the aliens by moving around the cityscape listening to their “Detector” (the smartphone). Besides hunting the aliens on their way around the cityscape, the players can encounter spaceships and alien boss monsters or discover the aliens hiding places. Space Agent was created by the game studio Hybrid Play and Games ApS for Space on Earth ApS [73].

Figure 4: A player with eyes closed catching invisible aliens in Space Agent.

Theoretical analysis of Space Agent: The restraint in Space Agent [73] is using technology, to deprive the visual sense and manipulate the hearing sense [37]. In the magnification/reduction structure of embodiment in human-technology relations, removing visual feedback and manipulating audio feedback through binaural audio, forces the players to use their hearing sense for interactions (figure 4). The players respond and move around according to a 3D soundscape. This way of “blindfolding” the players to navigate the physical surroundings with only audible feedback affects the players’ bodily senses, reshuffles their equilibrium and converts bodily arousal into possible kinetic joy rides. By omitting visual feedback (also explored in [72]), the visual sense is reduced (while playing the game) making way for
other senses to take over – in this game, the hearing sense. In combination with manipulating the hearing sense through binaural audio and making bodily movements with the smartphone, a new space of bodily movement potentialities emerges; twisting and turning to follow the sound to capture or escape the attacking invisible aliens. Similar to the Fru [79] game, the reduction in one sense frees up bodily resources to use the sense that is stimulated. While this example is an example of how the reduction/magnification structure in bodily perceptual experiences in and of technology is a source for inferring restraints, it also points to how restraints and the use of technology can channel the players’ perceptual focus onto different senses.

6.5 The Move Maker: Exploring Different Combinations of Restraints

The award-winning game The Move Maker [47] is a bodily play system that forms a new space of bodily potentialities through a range of minigames with different combinations of restraints. The system comprises of a set of body cards with different restraints (covering the three types of restraints presented in section 4) and a range of physical game elements: a moving robot controlled by proximity sensors, a set of light cubes that switch colour when turned, a set of laser pointer lines that when broken raise an alarm with a beeping sound, and, lastly, a set of music cubes that need to be continuously activated to keep playing music. The system contains various minigames, all comprising the same kind of setup, interacting with the game elements while being bodily restrained. An example is moving the robot around a maze of light cubes while adhering to the restraint on a card: “your right foot is glued to the ground” (fixation restraint) or “you are not allowed to use your left arm” (exclusion restraint). Another example is to traverse the laser field while being restrained by the body cards. The cards can also be combined into combinations of restraints, e.g., “you are not allowed to use your left arm” together with “your right foot heel is glued to your left knee” in any game.

Theoretical analysis of Move Maker: The obstacles formed by the restraints from the body cards in combination with the challenges of navigating around the game elements in different setups create a range of arbitrary bodily potentialities for the players to interpret into bodily possibilities. In figure 5, the two players try to move through the laser field of differently positioned laser lines; while the woman is not allowed to use her left hand, the boy’s knees are glued to the floor, and they have to hold hands. Adhering to the restraints and the position of the laser lines, the players will have to find a way to pass the laser lines. The combination of restraints and motion in the game set-up (here, laser lines), creates arbitrarily chosen and unnecessary obstacles that, in their attempts to overcome them, force the players

---

3 not augmenting; which is when information from one sense is also distributed to other senses [40].
to search for movement potentialities and create a new space of bodily possibilities. The restraints applied in this example are combinations of exclusion (the woman’s hand) and fixation restraints (the boy’s knees). The action of holding hands also acts as a fixation for both players’ hands (here, left and right hand, respectively). As in the previous examples, this process of overcoming the obstacles (created by the restraints) reshuffles the elements of the players’ equilibrium and transforms a sequence of new movements into kinetic joy rides.

Contrary to the previous four game examples using interactive technologies, the restraints in the Move Maker [47] are not instated by digital technologies but by rules from the cards. The interactive elements in the Move Maker [47] are relatively simple, and bodily perception is reduced substantially when interacting with each. However, they work in synergy; the music cubes stimulate auditory sense, the light cubes stimulate the visual and tactile senses, the robot stimulates the kinaesthetic sense and the laser lines stimulate auditory, visual and spatial senses. While the elements in the Move Maker [47] do not directly instate restraints, they complement the restraints as sense stimulation through interactive options. Because players can combine the elements in different ways, the players experiment with reducing/magnifying bodily perception and, thus, the focus on different bodily senses during gameplay. Contrary to the other four examples, the restraints in the Move Maker [47] are instated by rules (from the cards ~ and not digital technology) that are upheld by the players themselves, which makes the rules easily altered and adjusted to fit the activities. We continue this discussion of rules and restraints in the following section.

6.6 Restraints and Rules

As we previously mentioned, restraints are also rule-based. However, rules in games can be upheld differently: In non-digital games, rules are upheld by either by the other players or a referee, while in digital games rules are often upheld by the technology. In digital games, the basic rules are, most often, upheld by the digital system and determined by the interactional parameters defined by the designers, as in JSJ [17] (section 6.2). In JSJ, the move controller upholds the restraint: If players do not comply with the interaction “rules” of not exceeding the movement threshold measured by the controller, they are out of the game. As such, the rules are fixed and unalterable [48], which becomes quite apparent in the Fru game [79] (section 6.3) and Space Agent [73] (section 6.4) examples; here, the rules of interaction are not alterable by the players unless they reprogram the system. However, designers can take advantage of the qualities of interactive devices and implement dynamic changes to the quality of the restraint, as in the JSJ [17] example, where the move controller changes the threshold for movement based on the music.

There are also instances in digital games where rules can be negotiated or altered by the players: Designers can design for “broken” rules [83] or incomplete structures [48] where the players can either alter or add rules that affect the gameplay and the restraints: In JSJ [17] (section 6.2), players can invent rules to fit the game session, e.g., no pushing, only pulling. The Move Maker [47] is also built upon alterable rules, in that the basic ruleset encourages players to negotiate the amount of restraints and agree upon the position of the elements. This way, the players can switch and replace restraints and design the physical play space as they wish and complete the structure of the game. Moreover, in the Inferno example, there were no other rules other than the movement “rules” imposed by the exoskeleton; the rest of the gameplay was determined by the participants to determine. This instance of few rules is an incomplete structure [48] in which the players complete the structure during gameplay by playing either free-form, following the other players, holding dance contest, etc.

In this section, we explained how rules uphold restraints in different ways. In the following section, we describe five different strategies to inspire working with restraints.
7 DESIGN STRATEGIES TO APPLY RESTRAINTS AS A BODILY PLAY MECHANIC

In our work with the different restraint types and subsequent examples, we identified five dominating strategies of using restraints for bodily play: as Bodily Puzzles, Bodily Arousal, restraints as a Core Game Mechanic, as an Interaction Modality, and a way Altered or Augmented Bodily Perception of the Physical Environment. The strategies are provided here for inspiration for working with restraints. While the strategies undoubtedly differ, common to all five strategies is that restraints function to create bodily obstacles [11,75] with the possibility of reshuffling the players’ equilibrium [49], creating a potential for kinetic joy rides [66,67]. However, they do so in different ways, emphasising different aspects of the bodily play experience. We elaborate further on each of these below.

While the strategies presented below are meant as an inspiration for working with restraints, the notion of restraints is developed as a generative design resource based on the principles of fixating or excluding body parts or depriving/manipulating bodily senses. Designers can use these principles to develop game mechanics or to explore the effect of technology on the experience of bodily movement and movement possibilities in different ways.

7.1 Design Strategy 1: Creating Bodily Puzzles through Restraints

Bodily puzzles are situations in which players have to solve a given movement challenge. Schell explains puzzles in games as “fun problems” that “make the player stop and think” [64] and question: How do I do this? [21]. Bodily puzzles are bodily challenges that force players to seek out different movement possibilities to solve the challenge. In other words, restraints can force players to seek out and convert new movement potentialities [59] into movement possibilities [63]. Examples of bodily puzzles are the Move Maker [47] illustrated in figure 5 - “the two players try to pass the laser field while the woman is not allowed to use her left hand, and the boy’s knees are glued to the floor” - and the JSJ [17] explained in section 6.2 - “keep your move controller still while evading the other players’ attempts to bounce it off balance and navigate the conditions offered by the room such as chairs, walls, etc.” Such situations create bodily puzzles for the players to solve. In the previous examples, such bodily puzzles emerge from restraints in the form of, e.g., the cards’ movement challenges in the Move Maker [47] example or by physical “protection” of a device from the other players, as was the case in the Johann Sebastian Joust [17] example. Apart from bodily puzzles, restraints can also create bodily arousal.

7.2 Design Strategy 2: Creating Bodily Arousal through Restraints

We learned from phenomenology (section 5) that bodily arousal could emerge as a consequence of reshuffling the elements of the equilibrium by affecting the body’s senses. Designers can design for playful bodily arousal by using restraints to target the bodily senses, as in Inferno [50] and Space Agent [73]. In Inferno [50], the designers affected the players’ bodily senses by stimulating the kinaesthetic sense through the movements imposed by the exoskeleton [38], while in Space Agent [73], the designers used binaural audio [37] to augment the hearing sense while depriving the visual sense by limiting the use of on-screen cues. Other examples of games that centre around affecting the senses to create bodily arousal are the vertigo games [7–10] mentioned in section 2 and the blind man’s buff [82] mentioned in section 4.3. In the game literature, this kind of bodily play is similar to Caillois’ [11] Ilinx classification. Ilinx are bodily play activities in which players submit themselves to vertigo as a kind of bodily arousal: “The pleasure is in the disorder and anxiety the activities infer” [11]. By targeting the body’s senses through restraints, designers can design for kinetic joy rides emphasising bodily arousal.
7.3 Design Strategy 3: Creating a Game’s Core Mechanic through Restraints

In the examples of hopscotch [92] and JSJ [17], the restraints are a part of the games’ core mechanics. A core mechanic defines a game’s core gameplay [63], and if eliminated, there is no game left, for example, the fixation of the hand by the device in JSJ [17] or the exclusion of players’ one foot in hopscotch [92]. Subtracting these elements will finish the game. In the world of traditional movement-based games, using restraints to create a game’s core mechanic is quite common. For example, in egg races, players balance an egg while racing; in balloon dance, players dance in pairs holding a balloon between their heads - if players lose their eggs in egg races or balloons in balloon dance, they are out of the game [53,54].

Examples from the digital world in which restraints form a game’s core mechanic are vertigo games [7–10] explained in section 2 and Space Agent [73] discussed in section 4. In vertigo games [7–10], the core game mechanic that defines the core gameplay is the restraint of manipulating the balance sense using the GVS. In Space Agent [73], the core gameplay is defined by the restraints of manipulating the players’ hearing sense through binaural audio and depriving the visual sense by limiting visual feedback. Without these elements, players would be unable to capture any aliens. Whereas, the aliens as an element are replaceable by any other capturable element, such as ghosts, spirits, or other fantasy creatures, still preserving the core bodily gameplay. In the fourth design strategy, we demonstrate how restraints can function as a game’s interaction modality.

7.4 Design Strategy 4: Using Restraints as Interaction Modality

The Fru Game [79] example in section 6.3 uses restraints as the game’s interaction modality [41]. In this game, the players must fixate body parts (executed through Kinect) to interact with the game interface. This way, the restraint becomes the mode with which the players interact with the game. Interaction modalities refer to the input mode that the user or player uses to communicate with the system through the interface [41]. The Fru game [79] implements the fixation restraint as part of the game interface through which the players communicate with the game system. These appear in the interface as “buttons” that the players must keep “pressed” by fixating a body part onto them. This is different from, e.g., the restraints in Space Agent [73]. While the restraints are implemented through binaural audio and, thus, an interaction modality, the interaction modality in Space Agent [73] is the binaural audio and bodily gestures. In Fru [79], communication with the interface, the input to the game system, is the fixation of body parts.

While this design strategy is the least exploited in the examples demonstrated in this paper, we choose to include it here, as we believe that it is a strategy worth exploring. For instance, in the Move Maker [47] (section 6.5), restraint as an interaction modality can be exploited through the music cubes: If the players had to keep the music activated by fixating a body part in front of the cube and not just by waving it in front of the sensor as a kind of quick button press. In the final design strategy, we exemplify how restraints can be used to alter and augment the bodily perception of the physical environment.

7.5 Design Strategy 5: Using Restraints to Alter and Augment Bodily Perception of The Physical Environment

In Space Agent [73] (section 6.4), the designers used binaural audio to create a naturalistic 3D soundscape with invisible aliens. To capture these aliens, the players must twist and turn around the physical environment and move accordingly. This way, the players’ space of bodily possibility within the physical environment generates new potentialities for the players to explore. Likewise, the vertigo games [7–10] (section 2) manipulates the balance sense, thereby creating an artificial instability of the physical environment, which the players will try to combat to return to stability — as in
Merleau-Ponty’s explanation of how small deficits in bodily perception reshuffle the players’ elements of their equilibrium. These are examples of how to utilise technologies to alter and augment bodily perception through play and thereby offer a different interpretation and understanding of the physical environment and the movement possibilities it offers.

7.6 A Word of Caution and Opportunity

A precaution to note when designing with restraints is that because restraints tamper with the players’ preconditions for bodily movement as a method of disabling of abilities; not all people may experience this as play, since we all have different bodily skills and abilities - what is easy to deal with and fun to overcome for one person might be perceived as difficult and uncomfortable for another. Returning to our discussion of rules and restraints, a way to design for such differences is to design with “broken” rules or incomplete structures: designs where the players can add, alter, negotiate or subtract rules to accommodate their bodily skill level and abilities. This way, the players avail an opportunity to “even out” different levels in physical abilities.

There is also an opportunity for learning when playing with restraints: By being disabled in different ways, players can experience how it feels to be disabled. Games and play by nature are exploratory and are known to create a special frame and setting for experiments with identities and societal issues. Games with restraints can, if designers take caution and pay attention to these issues, lead to a better understanding and possibly empathy for disabled people. An example is how the work with exoskeletons in Inferno also led to research into developing exoskeletons for disabled. Conversely, there is also a risk of the opposite: ridicule or the exposure of disabilities. However, such gameplay would be a dark play activity and not that of “at lege”; mutual consideration to all players’ wellbeing leading to a continuous negotiation and alteration of the rules. This paper focuses on the latter.

We believe that restraints as a bodily play mechanic provides a step to advance the field of understanding and designing for bodily play experiences. With these comments, we acknowledge that further research concerning restraints for disabled people is needed. Therefore, we encourage further studies of restraints in a bodily play context for disabled people. Such studies can also discover knowledge for the development of exergames and training apps developed specifically for disabled people and for rehabilitation purposes in general.

8 DISCUSSION OF RESTRAINTS AND BODILY MOVEMENTS RESULTING IN A REDEFINITION OF RESTRAINTS

Before concluding this paper, we want to discuss the relationship between restraints, and bodily action and movement. These reflections lead to a redefinition of the initial definition described in section 3. The redefinition is presented at the end of this section.

Through the theoretical analysis of the examples in section 6, it became obvious that a restraint needs bodily action and movement to work. For example, in Inferno (section 6.1), the movement of only the upper body by the exoskeleton without moving the lower body would not yield the same experience of a kinetic joy ride. Likewise, keeping the move controller still in JS (section 6.2) without escaping the other players would not start the process of kinetic joy rides, and just listening to the soundscape without reacting to it in Space Agent (section 6.4) would not result in a kinetic joy ride. It is the players’ bodily actions and movements in response to the restraint that kickstart the experiences into complete full-body experiences and kinetic joy rides.

---

4 We use the word disabled in our endeavors to empower this group of people and not the contrary.
Regarding this view on the relationship between restraints and bodily movement, we wish to emphasise that restraints are not instructions on how to perform specific movements as we know it from games such as Just Dance [80]. Despite games such as Just Dance [80] “restricting” the players’ freedom of movement to specific bodily movements, they do not create a new bodily possibility space, since instructions provide only the possibility for the specified movements. Restraints create a bodily condition that the players have to deal with autonomously in the course of overcoming the unnecessary and arbitrarily chosen obstacles [11,75].

As a final remark, we want to touch upon how and when (almost) any device can function as a restraint when combined with bodily movement. To explain this statement, we use the bicycle as an example. A bicycle, when ridden, forms a restraint; to be able to ride it in any way; there must be at least one body part fixated onto it, to either thread the pedals, steer the handle, or somehow sit on the saddle. Riding it can initiate the process of creating kinetic joy rides by reshuffling the equilibrium, altering the players’ space of movement possibilities and creating bodily arousal; as a technology, it reduces bodily action to the movements allowed by the bicycle. As an interactional device into digital systems, the bicycle has already been featured as a game controller [27,87], as a means to run virtual races [88] or as a means to augment bodily capacity [1].

The question then arises that if a bicycle becomes a restraint when ridden, why does a console controller that fixates the players’ hands not function as a restraint at any time that the players use it for playing? In our opinion, it does not create an unnecessary or arbitrarily chosen obstacle to overcome with a subsequent altered space of bodily possibilities. Nevertheless, as a device, the controller can be used to create a restraint, as was done with the move controller in the JSJ [17] example (section 6.2) or the smartphone in the Space Agent [73] example (section 6.4). The difference lies in that the players must perceive the role of the controller (or any device) as creating an unnecessary or arbitrarily chosen obstacle in an activity of bodily play [48] and, most importantly, bodily action and movement.

The understanding of restraints presented in this paper is that it is the causal relationship between bodily movement and the restrained interaction with a (digital or non-digital) game system, which forms a range of unnecessary and arbitrarily chosen obstacles. In the attempts to overcome the obstacles, the players constitute a space of altered bodily possibilities encouraging kinetic joy rides. As we have demonstrated in the examples throughout this paper, for a restraint to create arbitrarily chosen and unnecessary obstacles for the players to overcome, the players need to be bodily active and move (hence, the use of the term movement-based games). This last argument leads to a redefinition of the initial working definition of restraints as was presented in section 3:

We define restraints for bodily play as direct fixations or exclusions of body parts, or deprivation or manipulation of bodily senses instated by either rules, actions or the use of devices. When the players move, the restraints constitute unnecessary and arbitrarily chosen obstacles causing a change in the players’ bodily preconditions for actions and interactions, which leads to a difference in their bodily movement possibilities. For bodily play experiences, the change in the players’ preconditions for actions and interactions starts the process of reshuffling the equilibrium leading to kinetic joy rides.

9 LIMITATIONS

In this paper, we have focused strictly on restraints for bodily play without considering restraints from a broader perspective for HCI. While we theoretically ground restraints partially in play and game theory illustrated through games, we acknowledge that restraints as restrictions on bodily freedom of movement might also serve as a resource to advance the studies of bodily experiences in HCI in general. Future research topics in this area might include the application of bodily play mechanics in non-game designs or the effect of various technologies such as wearables on users’ preliminary conditions for bodily action and the potential implications for their space of bodily possibilities.
Finally, we acknowledge that the descriptions, explanations, and theoretical framework presented in this paper only provide a starting point for exploring restrictions on players’ bodily preconditions in movement-based games, particularly in HCI. However, we believe that by drawing on and introducing mechanics from the tradition of non-digital movement-based games into the digital movement-based games tradition, we advance one step closer to merging and taking advantage of both worlds.

10 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have developed restraints as a mechanic for bodily play in digital games by building on the familiar mechanic of restricting the players’ bodily preconditions for movement based on analysis of a collection of traditional non-digital games. Based on this analysis, restraints were divided into three different types: fixation of body parts, exclusion of body parts, and deprivation or manipulation of bodily senses; these were demonstrated through corresponding examples. Based on the bridging concepts methodology, the further analysis of restraints for bodily play in (digital) movement-based games was based on the theoretical framework of tying together phenomenological theories on bodily experience and movement with theories from play and game studies. Using this theoretical framework, we highlighted how restraints work to infer unnecessary and arbitrarily chosen obstacles for the players to overcome; this may include protecting their move controller in JSJ (section 6.2) or managing to be controlled by an exoskeleton in Inferno (section 6.1). In their (voluntary) attempts to overcome the obstacles, the players’ equilibrium elements resuffle, revealing a new space of bodily possibilities. While managing and exploring the new space of bodily possibilities, the players form sequences of movements merging into kinetic joy rides, which create a potential for bodily arousal. Furthermore, the use of technology for such games leads to a reductions/magnification structure implicating the bodily perceptual experience thereof. This phenomenon can be utilised to instate restraints, which was highlighted in the analysis of the digital game examples in section 6.

From these investigations, we extracted five design strategies for designers to apply in their work (section 7): Bodily Puzzles, Bodily Arousal, A Game’s Core Mechanic, Interaction Modality, and Altered or Augmented Bodily Perception of the Physical Environment. The paper ends with a discussion of the role of movement for a restraint to work as a restraint, leading to a redefinition of restraints, different from the initial working definition.

With this work, we aimed to bridge the digital and non-digital body game traditions to provide a piece to the puzzle of understanding and designing for bodily play experiences in HCI. We hope to have provided a generative resource for designers and researchers to advance their work in the field of bodily play and playful movement in HCI.
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